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Introduction 

• The approach 

• Two prisons: 

– Regime 

– Treatment of prisoners 

• Impact on 

– Adaptation 

– Meaning of sentence 

• Different futures? 
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Two prisons & research projects 

HMP Glenochil, Scotland 

• Long- and short term male 

prisoners 

• All security classifications 

• 4% BME 

• Interviewed 12 prisoners 

2009-2010 

• Sentences of 4-10 years 

• Coming to end of sentence 

 

HMP Whitemoor, England 

• High security prison 

• 97% sentences 10+ years 

• 75% life sentences 

• 57% BME 

• Research by Liebling and 

colleagues 

• Interviewed 52 prisoners 

2009-2010 
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Regime 

Glenochil 

• most recent inspection 

report positive 

• positive staff-prisoner 

relationships 

• safe environment 

• ‘fast jail’- lots of 

activities on offer 

 

Whitemoor 

• prompted by negative 

inspection report: 

• stigmatising staff-

prisoner relationships 

• high levels of fear, 

mistrust and violence 

• intensive security 

measures 
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Regime: staff 

• There’s not so much prisoners, they have better 

facilities, in this [prison] they seem to take a 

bigger interest in you. You are not just a statistic, 

so to speak, they try to do stuff for you. (Colin) 

• And how do you think the officers see you, 

then?  I think they see we as numbers, I think 

they see we as scum. I think they see we as 

people who is hard to rehabilitate, I think they 

see us as immature people who are up to no 

good, getting to them ... There is no positive … 

(Prisoner, Liebling et al 2011, p. 36) 
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Regime: safety 

• It’s been very easy, no problems at all, I’ve 

never even seen a fight. (James) 

• I seen a lot of violence in this prison. I see 

someone get burnt. I was a bit shocked ‘cause I 

was new to this. I haven't seen violence like that 

outside, like, I haven't seen a person scream like 

that before, that kind of scared me, disfigured 

the geezer's face, that was shocking, shocking 

(Prisoner – Liebling & Arnold 2012, p. 418) 
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Adaptation & meaning 

‘Keep  your head inside 

the walls’, because 

• makes losing outside 

less painful 

• makes time pass quickly 

 need to shut out family 

 need to accept sentence 

 possible because prison 

relatively liveable? 

• Rely on outside 

identities 

• High proportion 

appealing sentence/ 

see self as victim of 

cjs, because 

– importation street culture 

– indeterminate sentences 

– structural disadvantage 

    (Liebling & Arnold, 2012) 
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Keep head inside walls 

• Because I’m in the jail, I just forget about 

the outside world. It helps me to get on 

with it in here, you ken what I mean. 

Because if I don’t have an outside, I can’t 

bring it in. This is my world just now, you 

ken what I mean, I just deal with this. 

(James) 
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Shut out family 

• Devan: I tried both ways and in the end it was 

the second way that worked, keep my mind in 

here and forget more about outside. 

• MS: And how have you managed to do that, how 

do you do that? 

• Devan: Eehm, cut down the amount of time that 

I spend on the phone. Like, I only use the phone 

once a week and (pause) eehm, I don’t write as 

much. (Devan) 
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Accept sentence 

• [My sentence]’s still fair, I’m here I’m doing 

it. It doesn’t have to be fair, that’s how I’m 

dealing with it. (Peter) 
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Adaptation & meaning 

‘Keep  your head inside 

the walls’, because 

• makes losing outside 

less painful 

• makes time pass quickly 

 need to shut out family 

 need to accept sentence 

 possible because prison 

relatively liveable? 

• Forget inside the 

walls 

• High proportion 

appealing sentence/ 

see self as victim of 

cjs, because 

– importation street culture 

– indeterminate sentences 

– structural disadvantage 

    (Liebling & Arnold, 2012) 
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Forget inside the walls 

• When I go to the gym for an hour and fifteen 

minutes it’s like, it takes my head out of jail 

for the time I’m down there, do you know 

what I mean? It’s the only thing we’ve got.  

• It’s only for a couple of hours but it’s like 

you’ve been released. I can’t believe how 

much it [the Older Prisoners’ Club] means to 

me. (Liebling et al. 2011: 48) 
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Explanations for the differences 

• Populations experience similar disadvantage 

• Race (not class) may provide narrative of 

opposition 

• Longer (and indeterminate) sentences in 

Whitemoor vs interviewees Glenochil 

interviewed at end of sentence 

• Regime 
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Rehabilitation 

Failure of rehabilitation: 

• Over-reliance on CBT 

courses 

• Little individual input 

• Accounts reflect move to 

New Penology 

Failure of rehabilitation: 

• Desire to reinvent self 

• Resources to do so 

lacking 

• Staff not 

acknowledging 

progress 
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Over-reliance on courses 

• See ah’ like these daft courses and all 

that, that’s just … that’s just for (pause) so 

the newspaper cannae write stuff aboot 

the jail, so it covers the jail like `aye we’er 

helping them wi courses and that’.  I done 

a course down there and it’s done me no 

good whatsoever, I don’t think it’s changed 

me in any way. (Doug) 
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Managerialism 

• That’s it, yous are flinging me out the door 

with nothing, so (pause) and it’s always 

the same when you say (pause) they 

always turn around and say to you “Oh 

aye, you slipped through the net this time” 

you know what I'm talking about, you’re 

just like a wheel in a cog, that’s what more 

or less it is. (Ian, emphasis added) 
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No opportunities to change 

there’s nothing within the prison or within ... 

society to help people to have meaning 

I don’t think I’m being given a chance by the 

system because if I was being given a 

chance I wouldn’t have this negative hold 

over me  

(Prisoners, Liebling et al, 2011, p. 34) 
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Impact on future 

• Interviews with 9 men on license 

• Different prisons, but similar adaptation 

I always kept mysel’ occupied and blanked 

ootside.  If I ever went to prison, within the first 

couple of weeks oh’ me being in prison, ootside 

will be forgot about. (Jack) 

• Now saw self as institutionalised 

• Difficulty with demands of relationships 

• Isolation of self 
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Impact on future 

Tim: But sometimes I miss some elements o’ 
prison where I can (.) shut my door and escape 
for a wee while, I enjoyed that (.) with the (.). 
The troubles will go away when you shut the 
door. 

M:  So why can you do that in prison and 
not at home for example? 

Tim:  Because you’ve got family and you’ve got 
people depending on you and you’ve got to 
face people and you cannae bottle everything 
up and shut it all away, you’ve got to, got to go 
out there and face everybody so. 
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Impact on future 

Eh, well I’ve still got a wee bit in ma heid, you 

know, the jail thing. like I’ve got to run every 

morning …. I like to run, you know, I like to 

have my daily routine so I know what I’m daein’ 

each day, that’s prison isn’t it? (Tony) 
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Conclusions and questions 

• Glenochil – easier to cope.  

• Improved legitimacy for regime? 

• Need for more individual attention 

• Might more positive prison create some extra 

problems upon release in absence of 

effective rehabilitation? 

• While also alleviating some of the impacts of 

imprisonment? 

• Practice implications and ideas. 
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